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The Menu of New York Lovers Chinese from Allen contains about 17 different meals and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $4.7. What Kathleen Aguilar likes about New York Lovers Chinese:

I got to say after looking for almost 3 years for really good fried rice that has the aroma of a hot wok and flavors
of green onions- this place was a perfect fit. The quality, quantity and freshness were all there! I would

recommend this place to all myfriends and family as it did not disappoint. It closed to dine-in but that allows them
to focus on creating exceptionaltake-outs! read more. What Tatyana Williams doesn't like about New York Lovers

Chinese:
I drove 20 minutes to this place because they make dark fried rice and I remember liking them when I lived

closer a few years ago. Order was incorrect. I ordered shrimp fried rice and got pork fried rice (the one fried rice I
never order) I asked forextra egg and to leave scallions just no white onion. The rice only had 1 egg on top no
egg in the rest of the rice and noscallions either. Too late to drive all the way... read more. The guests love it

when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the New York Lovers Chinese
from Allen, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of what you know meets the

adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the versatile, tasty Chinese
cuisine. The meals are prepared authentically Asian.
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Appet�er�
FRIED WONTON (10) $3.5

Soup�
HOT SOUR SOUP $3.8

Sid� Order�
CRISPY NOODLE $0.5

Chicke�
GENERAL TSO'S CHICKEN $6.5

Soup
WONTON SOUP $3.3

Frie� ric�
BEEF FRIED RICE $7.5

Beef
BEEF WITH GARLIC SAUCE $5.5

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME $3.6

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE $2.0

Vegetaria�: Ric� & Noodle�
VEGETABLE FRIED RICE $6.8

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

APPETIZER

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

CHICKEN

CHEESE

CREAM CHEESE
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